Standards-based Innovation
Management Masterclass
Spring 2018

Introduction
This three-day class is meant for managers who represent their organization in standards consortia,
alliances and in collaborative innovation work activities, with the aim to apply the function of
standardizing as a true business tool. A growing number of international companies integrate the
role of standardization in- and across their operation. ICT, Networked (wireless) products, Cloud,
Software and Services, fuel the growing importance of collaboration and interfacing with thirds.
Therefore, rightfully so, standardizing gets a more important place in the toolbox for successful
companies. Professional execution increases the value and relevance of R&D and IP, expands
and accelerates new markets, and makes a difference on a company’s market cap, profit and
leadership position. Standardizing strategy directly influences business strategy, it impacts R&D,
Legal and Licensing, Product planning, Partnerships, Marketing and Business development, etc.
Class participants are engaged-in or lead external standardizing work activities next to the ‘day job’
in their company; where they work as a CTO-Oﬃce manager, Research specialist, Development
manager, Product manager, Technology marketer, Business developer or as a Standards expert.
From our commissioners we have learned that innovation success is not only a matter of budget,
it’s good people too!

Curriculum topics
Mastership is reached through a combination of knowledge elements (“content”), process elements
(“practice”) and behavioral elements (“skills”). Training methods include lectures, audiovisuals, group
exercise, simulation, discussion and collective coaching.
The main elements for the master class are:

Standardizing intelligence

Skill set for effective standardization

1. Different types of standards, how they impact
trade and innovation, how they evolve

1. How to be effective in preparing for standards
meetings and contributing in the meetings

2. How companies should decide if and how
standardization fits into the business strategy

2. The best ways to manage speed and progress
in (virtual) organizations

3. Why companies must participate in standards
development
4. Understanding the connection between
standards, industry cycle, strategic planning and
business success
5. The golden rules of turning a standard into
market and company success
6. The tension between company IP policies &
standardization

3. Manage your objectives through formal and
informal roles in organizations
4. Becoming a better networker and lobbyist
5. The biggest mistakes in handling cultural
differences
6. Win-win negotiations and conflict handling
7. Solutions for effective decision making

Ways of Working in Standardization

Note: On request, other elements may be added.

1. How standardization works: organization,
management, phases and processes

Crucial aspects of participating in a standardization
body are exercised in a true-to-life case with several
sessions throughout the course. Trainees exercise
behavioral styles and receive feedback from the
teachers.

2. The formation of consortia/alliances, types, legal
documents
3. Why the choice of partners for the alliance is
critical
4. The most important aspects and traps in legal
and IP matters
5. How to effectively organize the operation
6. How to get better commitment in your own
organization
7. Most important Do’s and Don’ts: examples of
(un)successful standards bodies

Benefits

Class characteristics

++ Managers in alliances improve their skillsets
to impact speed and quality of output and
professionalize the standardizing process.

The ideal class starts the preceding evening with a
diner or informal working event for the participants
and teachers. Here people get to know each
other, get acquainted with the program and way
of working. The program brings participants up
to date with management aspects of standards
and standardization alliances and increases their
insights why standardization is a business tool. A
real life simulation serves to exercise behavior and
roles in standardization.

++ Well performing participants promote the intent
and goals of the alliance. They inspire other
members as well as colleagues in their own
organization and will raise the bar. They help
to improve the alliance’s perceived value and
image as an organization.
++ The participants develop an increased
understanding of standardizing as a business
tool and learn how they can contribute to their
companies’ strategy and business objectives.
++ This in turn will help to accelerate the rollout of
the alliance standards in the market.

The teachers will invite participants to actively
contribute to the class and challenge them with
individual assignments to stretch their skills.
Reflection with and feedback by peers complete
optimized learning. The participants will receive a
“Master class Guide” after finishing the class.

++ Participants learn to better deal with their
dual loyalties, between company strategy and
alliance purpose.

Expert Speakers

Preparation

The first guest lecturer is Andre Nieuwland, senior
consultant architecture at Philips Innovation
Services and a principal architect himself. He will
give a lecture on the increasing importance of
architectural strategy in the connected world.
Another guest speaker is to be announced.

Participants will receive pre-information, two weeks
before the start. One week before start, there will
be a group webinar where we discuss:
++
++
++
++

General preparatory information
Location details, agenda and logistics
Pre-study material
Q&A and Wrap-up

Credentials
NEOVATE is 100% specialized in standards-based innovation, one of the very few in the world. Collectively,
we have more that 25-year experience in initiating, developing and managing company standardization
projects and standardization alliances.
We have provided training programs for many business groups and international companies for more that
10 years. In Europe, US and China on market standardization, formal standardization, open innovation,
behavior and representing the own company outside.
Over the years we have trained hundreds of Research, Development, Marketing and Business (support)
employees, and adapted and upgraded our training modules when new requirements or insights arose.

Program information
Date:

Spring 2018

For information and registration, please contact:

Location:

The Netherlands

NEOVATE Innovation Partners

Time investment:

Pre-study, Pre-webinar, Predinner, Day 1: 3 blocks, Day 2: 3
blocks, Day 3: 2 blocks, Aftercare
webinar, Individual follow-up
(optional).

Drs. Jacobien Kamp (Program manager)

Program fee:

3200,= euro

Group Size:

Maximum number of
participants is 40

High Tech Campus, ßèta building 0.15 / 0.16,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Intake:

Contact the program manager

Phone: +32 474 276 281 or +31 208 949 190
Email: jacobien.kamp@neovate-ip.com

